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DID YOU KNOW?
Martello’s Elfiq Networks’ SitePathMTPX technology
seamlessly readjusts traffic to provide the best overall
performance

for

your

organization’s

site-to-site

applications. Any latency sensitive traffic such as VoIP,
SIP trunks, video and VPN persistence will be greatly
enhanced.
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Unlike other technologies, this is transparent for any type
of point-to-point traffic, where no VPN tunnel is created
between each router, thus simplifying network design
and consuming less resources. SitePathMTPX tunnels can
further be encrypted in AES128, should the point-to-point
application require a higher level of security. On any Elfiq
Link Balancer, SitePathMTPX enables at least two SitePath
Groups to connect to multiple sites. Should more sites
(e.g.: disaster recovery sites) be interconnected in a
centralized environment, SitePathMTPX can be used to
“mesh” point to point applications in mission-critical

BENEFITS OF USING
SITEPATHMTPX
1.

Identifies the fastest available link to improve
overall application performance

2.

Readjusts the traffic in case of an ISP outage to
improve network resilience with persistence

3.

Enables

bandwidth

virtualization

by

aggregating multiple paths into one virtual
path for increased throughput

environments.

Point to point applications such as VPNs and VoIP have
become critical to normal business operations. To alleviate
the two core issues of downtime and saturation in such
deployments, as well as the associated loss of revenue
and productivity, Martello’s Elfiq Networks’ SitePathMTPX
provides a creative, robust and non-intrusive answer that
brings performance and resilience to any organization in
a very cost-effective manner.
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